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TASK
The Chairman, Defense Business Board (DBB) formed a Task Group to
review the existing processes used for the collection, storage, and retrieval of
both DoD-sponsored and DoD-related studies and to propose a new method to
optimize sharing, research, and collaboration of this material. The Task Group
also considered the challenges associated with managing such a process and
how the Department might implement, institutionalize, and publicize a system for
studies management. Factors to optimize the retrieval of past studies as well as
current studies and links to other related information were to be considered. A
copy of the official Terms of Reference (TOR) outlining the scope and
deliverables for the Task Group can be found at Appendix A.
The Task Group was chaired by Atul Vashistha. Other Task Group
members included: James Kimsey, Lon Levin, Kevin Walker, and Leigh Warner.
The Task Group Executive Secretary was Captain Michael Bohn, USN.
PROCESS
The Task Group conducted interviews and elicited comments from both
private sector and DoD knowledge management leadership.
Additionally, the Task Group reviewed DoD directives, instructions, and
online resources.
The Task Group presented their findings and recommendations to the full
Board on April 22, 2010 (see Appendix B).
FINDINGS
The number of and amount spent on studies each year within the Federal
government, and DoD in particular, is enormous. The total dollars for federally
funded studies in FY2009 was $3.3B not including $62B on research and
development. Within OSD, and only considering studies conducted by Federally
Funded Research and Development Centers (FFRDCs), OSD spent $240 Million
on 758 Custom Studies in FY2009.
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Furthermore, no comprehensive and systematic collection, storage, and
retrieval system exists to provide “one stop shopping” knowledge management of
DoD-funded studies, US Government-funded studies, commercial information,
and open source analyses with relevance to DoD.
The largest current repository of DoD-funded studies resides within the
Defense Technical Information Center (DTIC) located within the Office of the
Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition, Technology, and Logistics.
However, the DTIC search capability is limited and stovepiped. There are many
private sector best practices that can enhance DoD’s knowledge management.
Specific details of the findings are provided in Appendix B.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on the Task Group’s research, findings, and analysis the following
three overarching recommendations are provided:
1. All DoD-funded and DoD-related studies should be required to be submitted to
a central repository.
2. The Deputy Secretary of Defense should officially designate an electronic
Defense Knowledge Management repository for all DoD-funded studies and
DoD-related studies.
3. Launch a DoD-wide knowledge portal on the foundation of DTIC with a
potential re-naming of the system to “Athena” that more accurately reflects the
broad knowledge management mission beyond technical documents.
Specific details of the recommendations are provided in Appendix B.
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CONCLUSION
The Department’s electronic management of DoD-related studies is
fundamental to ensuring optimal use of previous and current studies and the
most efficient and effective use of scarce resources.
The Board urges DoD to consider the Task Group’s findings and implement
its recommendations.
Respectfully submitted,
Mr. Atul Vashistha

Task Group Chair
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Task Group Overview
Terms of Reference
Currently, there is no comprehensive “knowledge management system” available to DoD officials that
facilitates information retrieval and analysis of all DoD-funded and DoD-related study recommendations,
rationale, and associated supporting data. In order to help the Department efficiently and effectively use
the myriad of DoD-related studies, request you form a task group to provide recommendations to the
Department on optimizing the management of DoD-related studies.

Deliverables
Review the existing processes used for the collection, storage, and retrieval of both DoD-sponsored and
DoD-related studies and propose a new method to optimize sharing, research, and collaboration of past
and current studies. Consider the challenges associated with managing such a process and how the
Department might implement, institutionalize, and publicize a system for studies management. Also,
think about what factors must be considered to optimize the retrieval of past studies as well as current
studies and links to other related information.

Task Group
Mr. Atul Vashistha (Chair)
Mr. James Kimsey
Mr. Lon Levin
Mr. Kevin Walker
Ms. Leigh Warner

Military Assistant
Captain Michael Bohn, USN
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Process


The Task Group conducted interviews/elicited comments from both private
sector and DoD knowledge management leadership



Private Sector








IBM
Case Central
Google
Yahoo
Microsoft

DoD
 Acquisition, Technology, and Logistics (AT&L), Office of OSD Studies and Federally
Funded Research and Development Centers (FFRDC) Programs
 Director Defense Research and Engineering (DDR&E), Defense Technical Information
Center (DTIC)
 Joint Staff J6 - Net Centric Capability
 OSD Chief Information Office
 Navy Knowledge Online



Reviewed
 Department of Defense Instruction 3200.14 change 3, June 28, 2001 “Principles and
Operational Parameters of the DoD Scientific and Technical Information Program”
 Department of Defense Directive 3200.12, February 11,1998 “DoD Scientific and Technical
Information (STI) Program (STIP)”
 DTIC website, Navy Knowledge Online, Center for Army Lessons Learned (CALL Public
Digital Library), Stability Operations Lessons Learned Information Management System
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Findings




“DoD-funded Studies” included classified, FOUO, and unclassified research
efforts conducted on behalf of OSD, Joint Staff, Services, FFRDCs, and national
labs
–

“US Government(USG)-funded Studies” are conducted on behalf of USG, including interagency
and Congress

–

“Commercial Information” is private intellectual property, available under contract

–

“Open Source Analyses” included published works by foreign militaries, think tanks, independent
scholars, media, and other sources

Number of Studies
–

Considering only studies conducted by FFRDCs, OSD spent $240 Million on 758 Custom Studies
in FY2009

–

Total dollars spent for all Federally funded studies in FY2009 were $3.3B not including $62B on
R&D*

* Source: Federal Times article “FEDLIST Studies and analyses” March 22, 2010 and USASpending.gov
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Findings


No comprehensive and systematic collection, storage, and retrieval systems
exist for DoD-funded studies, USG-funded studies, commercial information, and
open-source analyses with relevance to DoD
–

Potentially results in repetitive efforts since studies may already exist




Example: The Defense Acquisition Performance Assessment Report from January 2006
cites 128 acquisition studies previously conducted

Largest current repository of DoD-funded studies is DDR&E’s Defense Technical
Information Center
–
–

–
–
–
–

Established in 1945 and contains over 2M documents beginning in 1890s
Chartered to provide centralized operation of DoD services for the acquisition,
storage, retrieval, and dissemination of Scientific and Technical Information.
Reports and studies include classified and unclassified
Despite mandatory Directives, few studies are consistently submitted to DTIC
IDA and CNA studies are not released unless approved by the study sponsor
The three RAND FFRDCs (NDRI, Arroyo, and Project Air Force) put unclassified
studies on their web site after DoD public release process
Web page requests on DTIC have increased approximately 12% during FY2010
YTD vs. the same period in FY2009
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Findings


DTIC search capability is limited and stovepiped
–

Lack of taxonomy sub-optimizes search results

–

Studies are not standardized for formatting, metadata tagging, etc.

–

No DoD-wide registry exists for “Studies in Progress” to facilitate real-time
collaboration

–

Search criteria is limited to searching abstract only and does not search entire
document

–

Access-control/security clearances are legitimate reasons for limited access



No central repositories within the Services
–

Service specific sites for general information for service members


Navy Knowledge Online



Army Knowledge Online



Air Force Portal
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Findings


Private Sector Best Practices
–

Leverage publicly available taxonomy

–

Searches not only words, but also intelligent groupings of documents which a
search algorithm does on behalf of the user

–

Additional technology to protect confidentiality as well as tier access

–

Ability to plug and play new search algorithms to continue to evolve accuracy of
searches

–

No limitation on number of documents that can be indexed. Search results point
to a particular page and section in the document

–

A synonym dictionary is standard and an industry specific one is important only
in highly technical situations

–

Commercially available search applications are typically leveraged instead of
custom solutions
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Recommendations
1.

Require submission of all DoD-funded studies to a central repository
–

Update and re-promulgate Deputy Secretary of Defense Policy Document that
enforces submission of all DoD-funded reports

–

For tracking purposes, require initiators of all DoD-funded studies to register for a
DoD study number at the time of contract award (similar to Library of Congress
assignment of a copyright)


Establish monitoring/enforcement mechanism, with penalties such as final payment
withholding



Designate central contact to track status of all DoD-funded “New Studies Underway”

–

Require Terms of Reference (TOR)/scope of work for new studies to include


Discussion of why prior DoD-studies are insufficient



The links to all studies and reports identified during new study TOR/scope of work
development
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Recommendations
2.

Deputy Secretary of Defense to designate an electronic defense knowledge
management repository for all DoD-funded and DoD-related studies
–

Suggest DoD leadership build upon current DTIC capabilities

–

Sufficiently resource DTIC to achieve a central repository

–

Select a commercial provider of ongoing and updated search algorithms

–

Ensure the ability to pull from full text (efforts in progress by DTIC) and not just
abstracts

–

Establish and codify a taxonomy for proper input of studies in the system to
facilitate improved searches

–

Review and implement existing commercial standards to enhance current DTIC
text/data retrieval and comparison

–

Add a provision to regularly update algorithms to enhance search results

–

Conduct a business case to identify one-time costs and ongoing costs to enable
the above enhancements
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Recommendations
3.

Launch a DoD-wide knowledge portal using DTIC as the foundation
–

Establish new mission to manage DoD-related knowledge beyond the “scientific,
technical, and engineering” emphasis of the DTIC name

–

Consider naming this DoD-wide knowledge portal “ATHENA”

–



Goddess of wisdom and strategic side of war, Athena preferred using wisdom to resolve
conflicts



Use nomenclature like THOMAS.gov search engine at the Library of Congress



Consider maintaining DTIC name for the technical portal of ATHENA

Build awareness of “ATHENA” as the central resource for both DoD-funded and
DoD-related documents
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Recommendations
–

Deputy Secretary of Defense to issue additional directive


Expanded “ATHENA” system be searched prior to initiation of new studies and
rationale be provided as to why prior related studies are insufficient



All new studies are required to include references to previous DoD-funded and DoDrelated studies and all studies not appearing on “ATHENA” must be forwarded to
populate the database



A designated officer be named to track all “New Studies in Progress”

–

Assign “ATHENA” team members to interface with OSD, Joint Staff, Services,
Defense Agencies, DoD Advisory Boards, and other organizations to build a
client base of motivated users and collaborators who facilitate submission of
studies

–

Preliminary implementation view: 6-month project with 10-15 engineers
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Outbriefs


Mr. William J. Lynn, Deputy Secretary of Defense



Dr. Ashton B. Carter, Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition,
Technology & Logistics



Mr. Zachary J. Lemnios, Director of Defense Research and
Engineering
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Questions?
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Federal Contracts for Special Studies and
Analysis
The data excludes
more than $62B in
spending on research
and development,
primarily defense and
space science
projects

Source: USASpending.gov
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DTIC Selection Content Criteria
Documents received by DTIC are evaluated for pertinence and
timeliness of their contents. Relevance to DoD research and
engineering and studies activities such as Research,
Development, Testing and Evaluation (RDT&E) is essential.
Acceptance of DoD documents is normal procedure, but the
suitability of non-DoD documents may require detailed
comparison with selection objectives to justify accession. In
accordance with DoD Instruction 3200.14 (May 13, 1997) DTIC
selects documents that include, but are not limited to, the
examples listed below. Exceptions may be made to items on
these lists, based on overall evaluation against the selection
criteria, and if necessary a review by committee.
General Criteria for Selection
Relevance to DoD Technical Concerns
Scientific and Technical Content
Funding Sources
Security Classification
Release Limitations
Intended Use
Usefulness
Permanency of Value
Reproducibility
Completeness of Data
Extent of Activity
Specific Projects
Special Arrangements
Precedents
Type of Document
Source: DTIC online – access controlled site:
https://www.dtic.mil/ home » submit » guidance » criteria
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DTIC Users and Web Page Requests

•FY09 Total: 214,181,171
•FY10 Total: 239,616,561
•Percent of Change: 11.9%

Source: DTIC
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Federally Funded Research and Development
Centers – Page 1
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Federally Funded Research and Development
Centers – Page 2
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